New Books in the Library

First, we make the beast beautiful: a kinder conversation about anxiety
Wilson, Sarah, 1974- author.

Why vegan?
Singer, Peter, 1946- author.

How to be a stoic
Epictetus. | Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, approximately 4 B.C.-65 A.D.

Stoic handbook: a practical guide for modern life
Zenon, Alexander, author.

Septuaginta: id est Vetus Testamentum Graece iuxta LXX interpretes

The Greek New Testament

Eloquent rage: a black feminist discovers her superpower
Cooper, Brittney C., 1980- author.

Israel, diaspora, and the routes of national belonging
Habib, Jasmin, 1964-

Celebrity and power: fame in contemporary culture
Marshall, P. David.
The Stonewall reader
Baumann, Jason, editor.

Trans Britain: our journey from the shadows
Burns, Christine, editor.

Gender euphoria: stories of joy from trans, non-binary and intersex writers
Dale, Laura Kate, editor.

A short history of trans misogyny
Gill-Peterson, Jules, author.

The queer bible
Guinness, Jack, editor.

Hijab butch blues: a memoir
H, Lamya, author.

All the things she said: everything I know about modern lesbian and bi culture
Jones, Daisy, author.

Rainbow history class: your guide through queer and trans history
McElhinney, Hannah, author.

Pride: the story of the LGBTQ equality movement
Todd, Matthew, author.
Pathways to power: political recruitment and candidate selection in Latin America
Siavelis, Peter. | Morgenstern, Scott.

Freedom is a constant struggle: Ferguson, Palestine, and the foundations of a movement
Davis, Angela Y. (Angela Yvonne), 1944- author.

International economics: theory & policy
Krugman, Paul R., author.

Growth: a reckoning
Susskind, Daniel, author.

Making sense of chaos: a better economics for a better world
Farmer, J. Doyne, author.

Killing Pablo: the hunt for the richest, most powerful criminal in history
Bowden, Mark, 1951-

Language invention in linguistics pedagogy
Punske, Jeffrey, editor.

Collins improve your punctuation
King, Graham, 1930-1999 author.

Fabulosa!: the story of Polari, Britain's secret gay language
The Routledge introduction to literary Ottoman
Buğday, Korkut M.

Redhouse Türkçe/Osmanlıca - İngilizce Sözlük = Redhouse Turkish/Ottoman - English dictionary
c1997 | İstanbul: Sev Matbaacilik ve Yayıncilik

A brief history of intelligence: why the evolution of the brain holds the key to the future of AI
Bennett, M. R., author.

華萼交輝: 孟澈雅製文玩家具
Hua e jiao hui: Mengche ya zhi wen wan jia ju
He, Mengche, author. | 何孟澈, author.

In the land of invented languages: a celebration of linguistic creativity, madness, and genius
Okrent, Arika.

Love: great short stories by women chosen by Victoria Hislop.
Hislop, Victoria, editor.

Empathy in contemporary poetry after crisis
Veprinska, Anna, author.

Robert Frost: selected poems.
Frost, Robert, 1874-1963

Romance in Marseille
McKay, Claude, 1890-1948, author.
Giovanni's room
Baldwin, James, 1924-1987.

Dune
Herbert, Frank.

We do what we do in the dark
Hart, Michelle, author.

The works of Matthew Arnold
Arnold, Matthew, 1822-1888.

Where I lived, and what I lived for
Thoreau, Henry David, 1817-1862.

Oranges are not the only fruit
Winterson, Jeanette, 1959- author.

The line of beauty
Hollinghurst, Alan, author.

Here again now
Nzul, Okechukwu, author.

Written on the body
Winterson, Jeanette, 1959- author
Night walks
Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.

Kafka's other trial : the letters to Felice

The metamorphosis and other stories
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924, author.

Kafka
Wagenbach, Klaus. | Osers, Ewald, 1917-2011

Investigations of a dog
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924, author.

The unhappiness of being a single man : essential stories
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924, author.

Death in Venice and other stories
Mann, Thomas, 1875-1955.

The fall
Camus, Albert, 1913-1960, author.

The library of Babel
Borges, Jorge Luis, 1899-1986, author.
Meditations on Quixote
Ortega y Gasset, José, 1883-1955, author.

My life, our times
Brown, Gordon, 1951- author.

The polite tourist: a history of country house visiting
Tinniswood, Adrian, author.

Northern Ireland: conflict and change
Tonge, Jonathan.

James Currey Collection

Party politics and populism in Zambia: Michael Sata and political change, 1955-2014
Sishuwa, Sishuwa, 1985- author.